Product Brochure
Goodbye satellite
Hello streaming

Overview
We make it easy to watch a wide range of LIVE channels like BBC,
CBS, Travel, Food or ITV, subscribe to popular streaming services
like ShowMax or Netflix SA,
or connect to your home
security system or local
Neighbourhood Watch.
With ton’s of movies and TV
episodes to choose from,
and innovative features
that make it simple to
stream, it's easy to see why
LOOKTV is Big on
Entertainment

Live TV & Video On Demand
This is what makes LOOKTV different from others. Most TV boxes
only allow for Video-On-Demand (VOD) but since we use the
Android Platform - its much more flexible. You can view an
amazing array of VOD and Free-To-Air Live TV. Check out our
bouquet list. We only use FilmonTV, ShowMax, DSTV Now and
Netflix SA applications, linked to their legal streaming servers. If
anyone offers you a service with free movies & series – It’s illegal.
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DSTV Now

Watch six SuperSport Channels, KykNet and the Movie Channels
on your TV set. NOTE: This requires a family member that has an
active paid account on the DSTV Premium Package.

Security

Keep an eye on your home/office CCTV system with just a click of
the remote buttons. We are integrated to most of the popular
brands but we can add just about any system to the LOOKTV box.
Coming: Do your bit for the community by doing virtual patrols of
your Neighbourhood Watch Cameras from your home.
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Speak to us about our DIY CCTV Kit that is so easy to install
yourself or we can arrange installation by one of professional
technical services.

Paid Services

Watch thousands of movies and series on
ShowMax or Netflix SA in high quality. And
because these companies have their own
servers in South Africa, you obtain a far better
streaming service than via an international
connection.
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Two-way Radio for Crime Prevention

Few people check the messages on their phone while watching
TV. So sending an emergency message on a WhatsApp group is
pretty useless. We’ve changed all that! Your TV becomes a walkietalkie and people can reach you, audibly. And you can call for
assistance - even to Street Groups, Neighbourhood Watch
patrollers or your own security company. It’s easy to use and
faster than a text. Did you know that there is a high crime rate
between 8pm - 11pm? That’s a similar time to when you watch TV.
It’s the perfect emergency assistant you will ever need.

Joint Neighbourhood Initiative

Now let’s start combining the LOOKTV applications, Sonic
Telecoms high speed wireless Internet, Neighbourhood Watches
and local security companies together to form a joint operations
initiative to combat crime in your area.
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How can you become involved?
Patrolling in your vehicle for your local Neighbourhood Watch
comes with its own risks. It could be risk to your own safety and
do you actually have the time? Hout Bay Neighbourhood
Watchcon has approved LOOKTV as the alternative to physical
street patrolling.
Bring on HBNWatchcon Virtual Patrolling!
Now you can log in to the command centre (Watchcon) via your
LOOKTV two-way radio and from the comfort of your armchair,
patrol the streets virtually by keeping an eye out for suspicious
behavior on the LOOKTV Neighbourhood Street Camera
application. Hout Bay Neighbourhood Watchcon has cameras in
many areas around the Bay and from your kind donations, is
adding more all the time. Now everyone that is a member of
HBNWatchon can give up a small amount of their time and
become involved in the community, safely and securely. That’s
many eyes in multiple areas keep an “eye” on things.
Sonic Telecoms Wireless Internet
Increase your suburb’s chances of becoming a high-speed
neighbourhood by getting involved and connected! If 30+ houses
in your area commit to connecting to Sonic High Speed Internet,
there's no initial installation fee, which means a big group saving.
Sonic will then provide free Internet access to cameras installed in
your area as a service to improve the security of your suburb.

Music
Your LOOKTV is equipped to supply the best in music and radio
stations. Listen all day to music that you enjoy or just about any
local and international radio station in the world. And remember –
if a call for assistance or a general area announcement is made
via the LOOKTV two-way radio, it will mute what you are listening
to and broadcast the message. You will always be in the know
about your suburb and community.
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Our Bouquet
FilmonTV
BBC One
BBC Two
BBC Three
BBC Four
Channel 4
Channel 5
Five USA
5 Star

ITV
ITV 2
ITV 3
ITV 4
ITV Be
*More4
*Dave

Lifestyle
Travel Channel (15 Channels)
Food & Wine Channels (18 Channels)
Outdoor Channel (5 Channels)
Kids
CBeebies, CBBC
Kika (German)
Disney Jnr
Plus 18 more channels

*PickTV
*Really
*Quest
ABC Australia
*TV Britrox
*E4
*truTV

ITV2 +1
ITV3 +1
ITV4 +1

News
Aljazeera, BBC News,
RT News, Press TV, Euro News,
plus 12 more channels.

USA Channels
CBS Reality
CBS Reality +1
CBS Drama

Paid Services
ShowMax (Thousands of movies and series)
Netflix (Thousands of movies and series)

*Language Channels
German (12 Channels)
Italian (20+ Channels)
Greek (2 Channels)
French (11 Channels)
Canadian (7 Channels)
Indian (9 Channels)

Body & Soul
Alive & Well, Fit for Life – plus 7 more channels
Music
Jango Radio
TuneIn Radio

Other
Facebook
Skype
Viber
Twitter

CCTV
Hikvision
Dahua
VideoIQ – Rialto
Bosch

Fashion Channels
Fashion TV, H&M Fashion,
GUCCI – plus 6 more channels

Speed Test
Two-way radio for crime prevention
Remote Support Service
YouTube
*Some channels require the VPN application to be active.
Using a VPN service may result in buffering issues
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